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If I Were President
What would Douglass have done in the nineteenth century if he 

were president? He once wrote on this very subject.

I would employ every means supplied to the President by the 

constitution of  the United States, to secure to every citizen of  the 

United States, without regards to race, color, sex or religion, equal 

protection of  the law. No citizen, however poor or despised, should 

be able to say at the close of  my administration that he had 

suffered any injustice or had been in any way oppressed or injured 

by any act of  mine while acting as President of  the United States.

Visions of Freedom
There’s something fascinating about his eyes . There is 

fierceness and determination mixed with focus and courage, 
but if you look closely, there is also agony and grief . This 
depth and intensity draws you in and makes you want to 
know more about this enigmatic man . The eyes belong to 
Frederick Douglass and they tell a story—his story . 

Douglass saw visions of freedom, not just for him 
but for all African Americans . Douglass was the most 
photographed man of the nineteenth century . He made it a 
point to have his portrait taken multiple times throughout 
his life; however, this was not out of vanity or a desire to 
be well known . Douglass was a man on a mission . That 
mission was to change the world and make it a fairer and 
more equal place for all who inhabited it—especially 
African Americans . 

In the days before digital-image software, Douglass 
understood that the camera could not lie; it captured the 
truth . Frame by frame, it imprisoned history and locked in 
a reality that could not be changed with racist or spiteful 
words . Through his portraits, through his eyes, Douglass 
knew he could show African Americans for what they truly 
are—humans . 
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There were people Douglass encountered during his 
lifetime who had deeply influenced him . Some of them 
supported him and kept him safe . Others strove to tear 
him down and hurt him . There were close friendships 
that encouraged him to do amazing things . And there 
were also experiences of brief but harsh interactions 
that infuriated him and drove him to take action . All 
these different types of people and relationships most 
certainly affected Douglass . However, the life he created 
for himself was built on the choices he made, not choices 
someone else made for him .

A nurturing grandmother, a cruel slave master, an 
abolitionist, and a United States president are just a few 
of the many people who shaped the life of Frederick 
Douglass . Yet it was Douglass’s own intellect and 
fortitude that made him one of the greatest writers, 
speakers, and activists of his time . This is the true-life 
story of Douglass as seen through his eyes and the eyes 
of those who influenced and inspired him along the way .

Impactful Influences 
The people shown to the right are some of 

those who played critical roles in Douglass’s life. 

Their influences—whether positive or negative, 

helpful or hurtful—strongly impacted the course 

that his life took and the choices he made.

 o Is there anyone not shown in the images to 

the right that you think should have been 

included?

 o Why do you think there are no photographs 

of the other influential people from 

Douglass’s life?
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Susan B. Anthony



an illustration of 
a slave auction

Sheltered and Shattered 
“I wished to remain little forever, for I knew 
the taller I grew the shorter my stay.”

—Frederick Douglass

It was the love and care of his grandmother that made a 
young Douglass feel sheltered and secure as a small child, 
even amidst the cruel reality of slavery . He wished to stay 
in her protective presence forever . But he knew that one day 
the violence and injustice of the world in which he lived 
would rip him from her caring arms .
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A Visitor in the Night 
Following Douglass’s birth, his mother, Harriet, was sent to work for a master who lived 12 miles (19.3 kilometers) away. She died when he was a child, so Douglass did not think of her as a mother. 

“I never saw my mother, to know her as such, more than four or five times in my life; and each of  these times was very short in duration, and at night.”

Born into Slavery
Official records, such as marriage, death, or birth 

certificates, were not kept for enslaved people, although 
some slaveholders may have kept their own unofficial 
documents . Consequently, Douglass did not know the day, 
let alone the year, in which he was born . It is believed 
he was born around 1818 . His father was a white man, 
and all rumors pointed to his father being the master of 
a Talbot County, Maryland, plantation where Douglass 
was born . Douglass saw his mother, an enslaved woman 
named Harriet Bailey, only a handful of times as a child . 
The two were separated when Douglass was an infant . 
Slave masters believed this forced separation would break 
the bond between mother and child . By breaking these 

emotional ties, slaveholders more easily 
instilled feelings of isolation, despair, 

and oppression in their enslaved 
laborers .
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A Happy Childhood 
Older enslaved people who could no longer work in 

the fields often raised the slave children, and this was true 
in Douglass’s case . His care and protection was left in the 
hands of his maternal grandmother, Betsey Bailey . She was 
his whole world, and he loved her immensely . Douglass 
referred to this period of his life as the time before he knew 
himself to be enslaved . During this time, Douglass lived 
in a snug cabin with his loving grandparents, and his days 
were spent running and playing with other children . 

As Douglass grew, he learned more about a man he 
called “Old Master,” whose real name was Colonel Edward 
Lloyd . Colonel Lloyd was exceedingly wealthy and owned 
many plantations, including the one on which Douglass was 
living . The more Douglass heard about Colonel Lloyd, the 
more he knew he did not want to leave the protection of his 
grandmother and her cabin . 
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Hierarchy on the Plantation  In his autobiography My Bondage and My Freedom, 
Douglass wrote that a plantation was a “little nation 
of its own,” with its own rules and hierarchy. There were three classes of people who lived on 
plantations: slaveholders, overseers, and enslaved 
people. Slaveholders owned everyone and everything. 
Overseers directed the slaves and enforced the rules, 
often through violence and intimidation. The enslaved people did all the work. 

11



Slavery Takes Hold 

Following his grandmother’s painful departure, 

Douglass started work as an enslaved person. He was 

still too young to work in the fields, so he was given 

chores and tasks such as chasing birds from the 

garden and feeding the farm animals. His days of 

having fun with the other children were over. 

A Devastating Day 
Early one summer morning, when Douglass was 

about eight years old, his grandmother woke him and 
took him on a long walk to the Great House Farm on the 
Lloyd plantation . She had been instructed to bring young 
Douglass there, as he was now old enough to work for his 
first master, Captain Aaron Anthony . Captain Anthony, who 
is presumed to be Douglass’s biological father, was a cruel 
master who routinely whipped and beat his slaves . 

Douglass’s grandmother kept the real reason for the 
long journey from Douglass so as not to upset him . When 
they finally arrived at the house, Douglass saw numerous 
enslaved people working in the fields and several children 
playing . His grandmother, who must have been filled with 
grief, told Douglass to be a good boy and go play with the 
other children . When he refused, she informed him that 
some of the children were his cousins and siblings and 
that he should go meet them . Douglass was exceedingly 
fearful that his grandmother would leave, but he did as he 
was told . His worst fears were soon realized when he heard 
one of the children shout, “Fed, Fed! grandmammy gone! 
grandmammy gone!” Douglass frantically searched for 
his beloved grandmother, but she was nowhere to be seen . 
Utterly devastated, Douglass collapsed on the floor and 
wept bitterly, overwhelmed with the realization that his life 
would never be the same . 
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a house on the Lloyd plantation

Horrible Hunger Douglass remembers always being hungry 
as a child, for he was rarely fed. Enslaved 
children at the Great House Farm were given 
mush in a trough as if they were animals. All 
the children ate at the same time and had to 
compete for the very small amount of mush provided.
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Bustling Baltimore 

Baltimore, a large, busy city, offered 

the exact opposite of the rural 

plantation life experience that 

Douglass knew. There were paved 

streets crowded with wagons, a 

busy harbor, and tall buildings.

Working with Words
“From that moment, I understood the pathway 
from slavery to freedom.”

—Frederick Douglass

In 1826, a young Douglass spent the majority of three 
days in a creek scrubbing himself clean . Plantation life 
had not been kind to his skin . It was badly cracked from 
sleeping on the cold, hard ground and filthy from a number 
of outdoor chores . He had to be dirt free and presentable 
because he was being temporarily hired out to a new master 
in the busy city of Baltimore, Maryland . Little did Douglass 
know that this master’s wife would not only instill in him 
the power and value of knowledge but also enable him to 
imagine a new life for himself—a life of freedom .

14



nineteenth century Baltimore

Cleanliness and Clothes  
On the plantation, Douglass’s only piece of 
clothing was a stiff and scratchy shirt that 
barely reached his knees. Before Douglass was 
sent to Baltimore, he was given his first pair 
of trousers so that he would look nice 
for his new master.
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A New Kind of Life  

Douglass’s life with the Auld family was vastly 

different from plantation life. Mrs. Auld made sure 

Douglass had clean clothes to wear and enough 

food to eat. On the plantation, Douglass had slept 

on the cold, hard ground using a dirty corn sack as 

his only blanket. Now, he slept in a bed with a real 

blanket. Douglass’s main job did not involve hard 

labor; rather, it was to look after Thomas and keep 

him safe and out of trouble.

Meet the Aulds 
Douglass was just shy of 10 and eager to embark on the 

next chapter in his life . He apprehensively stood at the front 
door of a Baltimore home . His excitement was mixed with 
anxiety: he was unsure what awaited him on the other side 
of that door . What kind of slaveholders were the Aulds? 
The door opened, and standing in the doorway was Hugh 
Auld, his wife Sophia, and their young son Thomas, whom 
Douglass was expected to take care of . Much to Douglass’s 
astonishment and delight, the family appeared to be 
benevolent and welcoming . 

Douglass quickly learned that Mrs . Auld had never 
owned a slave before and was uncertain how to treat 
him . She was a naturally kind woman, which played into 
Douglass’s favor . Mrs . Auld was shocked that Douglass 
could not read, and as such, began reading to him from 
the Bible . One day, Douglass mustered up enough courage 
to ask her if she would teach him how to read, and 
surprisingly, she agreed .

16



wood engraving of Mrs. 
Auld teaching Douglass
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A Love of Learning 
Mrs . Auld began teaching Douglass the alphabet and 

a few simple words . This act of kindness would spark a 
love of learning and alter the course of Douglass’s life . He 
was fascinated with books, and he could not wait to learn 
how to read so that he could devour each and every book 
he could get his hands on . Unfortunately, Douglass’s good 
fortune would soon come to an end when Mr . Auld learned 
what his wife was doing . 
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Another PerspectiveTeaching enslaved people to read and write was greatly 
discouraged. Slaveholders did not want slaves to receive 
any type of formal education. Knowledge was power, 
and slaveholders knew that with such power would come 
dreams of, and yearnings for, freedom. When Hugh Auld 
explained this concept to his wife, Douglass overheard 
and perfectly understood what Auld was saying. In 
reprimanding his wife, Auld’s cold and harsh words 
inspired Douglass and forced him to take action. He now 
had grand dreams and a clear, albeit incredibly difficult, path to freedom. Knowledge was his ticket out of slavery.

Mr . Auld sternly reprimanded his wife for teaching 
Douglass and informed her that what she was doing 
was wrong and unlawful . He forbade her from teaching 
Douglass anymore and told her to start treating Douglass 
like an enslaved person—not a son . From that moment on, 
Mrs . Auld’s demeanor changed and she was no longer as 
kind and caring toward Douglass . But the fire was lit, and 
Douglass’s love of learning would not burn out . 

Douglass, being a clever boy, found other ways of 
learning how to read . He gave pieces of bread to hungry 
white children he encountered on the streets of Baltimore 
in exchange for reading lessons, and he would stay up 
late at night secretly copying lessons out of Thomas’s 
schoolbooks . Before long, Douglass could not only read but 
also write .
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Douglass’s Library
By teaching Douglass, Sophia Auld sparked a love of reading that 
would last a lifetime. For Douglass, books were not just a form of 
entertainment and a pleasant escape from the struggles of real life, 
but they were also a powerful instrument. He viewed books as tools 
of education, finding knowledge and inspiration on every page. By 
the end of his life, Douglass’s personal library included thousands 
of books. The following is a small sampling of literature read and 
respected by Douglass.
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The Columbian Orator  
by Caleb Bingham
This was the first book Douglass bought and owned. It 
contains speeches by people such as Cicero, Socrates, 
and George Washington. Some of the topics covered in 
the speeches include freedom, nationalism, and slavery.

Othello by William Shakespeare
Douglass loved reading Shakespeare’s famous plays. 
His favorite play was Othello. In his home, a picture of 
Othello hung over the fireplace.

Complete Works of Sir Walter Scott
Douglass was born Frederick Augustus Washington 
Bailey. However, when Douglass escaped to 
freedom, he knew he needed to change his last 
name for his own safety. An acquaintance suggested 
the name of Douglas after a Scottish hero in Scott’s 
famous poem “The Lady of the Lake.” Douglass took 
the name but added an additional s.

Twelve Years a Slave  
by Solomon Northup
This heartbreaking slave narrative was published in 
1853. It tells how Northup, a free man, was kidnapped 
at the age of 30 and forced into slavery. He was 
enslaved for 12 years before escaping to freedom. 
Douglass promoted and praised Northup’s book, 
pronouncing that his true tale is greater than fiction.

21



Engaging the Enemy 
“From the crown of my head to my feet, I was 
covered with blood.”

—Frederick Douglass

Masters viewed enslaved people as property, and they 
traded and sold them in the same way as cattle . An enslaved 
person could also be bequeathed, or passed to a master’s 
relatives following that master’s death . When Captain 
Anthony died in 1826, his daughter Lucretia Anthony 
became Douglass’s new master . Her husband, Thomas, 
was Hugh Auld’s brother, and so she allowed Douglass to 
stay in Baltimore . However, she died in 1827 and Douglass 
became Thomas’s property . 

After almost seven years of living in Baltimore, 
Douglass, then around 15 years old, found himself on 
Thomas’s plantation in St . Michaels, Maryland . Thomas was 
not pleased with Douglass’s work ethic and felt his brother 
had been too soft on 
Douglass . He said life 
in the city had spoiled 
Douglass and made 
him lazy and defiant . 
To rectify the problem, 
Auld resorted to “severe 
whippings .” When the 
whippings failed, Auld 
decided it was time to 
send Douglass away “to 
be broken .”

1829 poster advertising 
a public slave auction
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Astute and Defiant
A punishing and callous master, Thomas Auld routinely whipped 
his slaves and gave them barely enough food to survive. The pains 
of starvation led to what Auld saw as one of Douglass’s main 
offenses. Douglass was in charge of his master’s horse, and when he 
released it from its pasture, it would routinely run to a neighbor’s 
farm. Douglass would sometimes release the animal simply so it 
would escape and he could chase it. He did this because he 
could eat at the neighbor’s farm. A kindly cook there would 
share bread with Douglass whenever he came to 
get the horse. Douglass’s plan was clever, 
but to Auld, Douglass seemed lazy and 
unable to control the horse.
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The Slave Breaker 
In 1833, Douglass was sent to live with Edward 

Covey, a notorious slave breaker . As the name implies, a 
slave breaker’s job was to “break” the will and spirit of an 
enslaved worker so that he or she would be submissive and 
obedient . They did this by working slaves nearly to death 
and beating them severely . 

24



Painful Punishments   A common form of punishment for enslaved laborers 
was whipping. A slave master might tie slaves to a 
tree or pole and then lash them with a leather whip. 
If slaves were caught trying to run away, they might 
have had metal shackles put on their ankles. Some 
enslaved people were forced to wear metal collars to 
remind them of their disobedience. Many slaves were 
lynched. There was no punishment for killing an 
enslaved person because they were thought of 
as property not humans. 

When Douglass arrived at the Covey farm, he was put 
to work in the fields . This was the first time in Douglass’s 
life that he had ever done fieldwork . Covey worked his 
slaves from the first light of day until midnight . If they 
were lucky, he would give them five minutes to eat lunch 
or dinner . Douglass described Covey as being snakelike 
because he would surreptitiously crawl around the fields on 
his stomach to spy on the enslaved people as they worked . 
If they were not working fast enough or hard enough for his 
liking, Covey would jump up and 
begin punishing them verbally and 
physically . 

25



The Turning Point 
Covey, determined to break Douglass, regularly 

whipped and beat him . One brutal attack in particular left 
Douglass lying lifeless on the ground, covered from head 
to toe in his own blood . Douglass was sure he was going 
to die that night . This was one of the darkest periods in 
Douglass’s life and one that prompted him to later write 
“the cheerful spark that lingered about my eye died; the 
dark night of slavery closed in upon me .” Douglass  
was broken . 

One day, when Douglass was tending to a horse, Covey, 
seemingly for no reason, slyly sneaked up behind Douglass 
and attempted to bind his feet together to whip him . At 
that moment, something deep inside Douglass snapped . 
All at once, he grabbed Covey by the throat and lifted the 
cruel slave breaker off the ground, which caused Covey 
to “tremble like a leaf .” The two men viciously battled 
each other for almost two hours, but in the end, Covey 
surrendered and never laid a hand on Douglass again . This 
physical conflict with Covey served as a major turning 
point in Douglass’s life . It restored his self-confidence and 
determination and put the spark back in Douglass’s eye, 
thereby making him ready and willing to fight for a new 
life—a better life—a life of freedom .

26



 o For what reasons did slaveholders send their 
enslaved people to slave breakers like Covey?

 o What does it mean to “break” someone?

 o What may have been a reason that Douglass 
fought back?

27



Frederick Finds Love
While in Baltimore, Douglass had fallen 

in love with Anna Murray, a free black 

woman. When Douglass reached New 

York and found a safe place to stay with 

a member of the Underground Railroad, 

he wrote to Murray and asked her to join 

him in New York. She did, and the two 

were married on September 15, 1838. 

It’s Complicated 
“Let every man work for the abolition of 
slavery in his own way.”

—Frederick Douglass

Following his harrowing and life-altering time with 
Covey, Douglass was hired out to a farm owner named 
William Freeland . Freeland’s farm was very different 
from Covey’s . Despite a less violent experience, Douglass 
still yearned for his freedom . After a year on the farm, 
Douglass tried to run away; however, his plot was foiled 
and he ended up in jail . Thomas Auld then sold Douglass 
to his brother Hugh in Baltimore . By this time, Hugh’s son 
Thomas was grown up, so Douglass was sent to work in a 
shipyard as a caulker . However, his wages were given to 
his master because he was still an enslaved laborer .
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Fugitive Slave Law In 1793, Congress enacted the Fugitive Slave Law, 
which stated that local governments could capture 
and return runaway slaves to their masters. 
Because of this federal law, Douglass would never 
truly be safe until his freedom was purchased.

After a few years with the Aulds, he determined it 
was finally time to make his long-awaited and treacherous 
journey to freedom . Douglass borrowed papers from a 
friend who was fortunate to be a free black man and a 
sailor . The papers would grant Douglass safe passage to 
the North without being arrested—assuming he could pull 
off his new false identity . On September 3, 1838, Douglass 
dressed like a sailor and boarded a train to New York . The 
disguise worked beautifully, and Douglass was finally free 
to start a new and exciting life—a life of his choosing . 
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From Friends to Enemies— 
William Lloyd Garrison

Shortly after their marriage, Douglass and his wife 
moved to New Bedford, Massachusetts . They found jobs 
and started a family . Douglass enjoyed his newfound life, 
and he longed to help others who remained enslaved . He 
had learned of the abolitionist movement from a newspaper 
called The Liberator . The famous abolitionist William 
Lloyd Garrison published the paper . In 1841, Douglass met 
Garrison . The two quickly became close friends .

As a member of the abolitionist movement, Douglass 
started giving speeches . As he became a powerful orator, 
he continued to share his story with others . Garrison 
printed Douglass’s speeches in his newspaper . He also 
wrote articles about his friend . He penned the preface to 
Douglass’s first book, Narrative of the Life of Frederick 
Douglass, an American Slave, published in 1845 . The 

two toured Great Britain together in 1846 
and celebrated when Douglass’s freedom 

was purchased by a group of English 
abolitionists after eight long years as a 
fugitive .

Soon after that trip, their friendship 
became complicated . They began to 
disagree over the politics of how to end 
slavery . In 1851, they started attacking 

each other in their written statements . 
Despite attempts by outsiders, the two 

men never reconciled their friendship .

30
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Two Sides to Every Story When they first met, both Garrison and Douglass were pacifists 
who agreed on how to end slavery. But Douglass later changed his 
views. He thought the Constitution defended liberty and could be 
used as a tool to abolish slavery. Douglass believed that in some 
cases, violence was justified. In opposition, Garrison was willing to 
bring down the government if necessary to end slavery. He viewed 
the Constitution as a document that protected slavery. At one 
point, he burned a copy of the Constitution in public. Douglass 
thought Garrison had gone too far. Garrison thought others had 
influenced Douglass, who changed his political views as a result.
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A mural of John Brown in Kansas, 
titled “The Tragic Prelude”

Problematic Partner in Crime— 
John Brown

A few years before the rift between Douglass and 
Garrison, another radical abolitionist had entered 
Douglass’s life. John Brown was an incredibly 
controversial man. Some people saw him as a brave 
visionary who would stop at nothing to end slavery. 
Others saw him as wild and militant, perhaps too violent 
in his quest to end slavery. Douglass’s opinion of Brown 
rested somewhere in the middle of these two views. 
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Acts and CompromisesThe Kansas-Nebraska Act overturned the Missouri Compromise of 1820, which declared that any future states 
in the northern part of the Louisiana Territory would be 
free states and any in the southern part would allow slavery. 
But with the new act, the people in each state would decide 
if it would be a free state or a slave state. Abolitionists suffered another big blow a few years later with the Dred 
Scott Supreme Court decision. Dred Scott was suing his master for his freedom because his master had lived with 
him in a free state. The Supreme Court ruled that African Americans were not citizens and could not bring lawsuits to federal courts. Both events riled Brown and Douglass.

Douglass first met Brown in 1847 and was 
inspired by his intensity and determination. The two 
became friends, but their friendship would grow to 
be problematic. In 1854, the Kansas-Nebraska Act 
brought violence and upheaval to the Kansas territory. 
The act allowed the people living in the territory itself 
to determine if it would be a slave or a free territory. 
That led people to clash over Kansas’s fate. Brown 
headed to the area and got involved in the fighting. 
He notoriously killed a group of pro-slavery fighters. 
While appalled by the violence, Douglass did justify his 
friend’s actions. He wrote, “The horrors wrought by his 
iron hand cannot be contemplated without a shudder, 
but it is the shudder which one feels at the execution 
of a murderer.” Yet it was Brown’s next plan that 
would not only complicate their friendship but also put 
Douglass in a dangerous position.
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Picking a President 
Douglass did not vote for Abraham Lincoln. 

Lincoln morally objected to slavery, yet 

he did not call himself an abolitionist. 

During his presidential campaign, Lincoln 

promised to stop the spread of slavery 

into new territories rather than abolish it 

everywhere. He was worried that if he tried 

to end slavery, the South would secede 

from the Union. Douglass disagreed with 

Lincoln’s views and plans for the nation.

In 1859, Douglass secretly met with Brown in 
Pennsylvania. There Brown divulged to Douglass his 
secret plan. He was going to raid a federal arsenal in 
Harpers Ferry, Virginia, and use the stolen guns to start 
a slave revolution. Brown asked Douglass to come join 
him, but Douglass was firmly against the idea. Brown 
thought that the revolt would spark a revolution and 
bring about the immediate end of slavery. Douglass 
believed that a more measured and methodical plan was 
needed. The two men went their separate ways.

Brown’s raid did not lead to a revolt; rather, he and 
his men were caught and hanged for treason. Through 
a series of letters between Brown and Douglass, 
Douglass was implicated in the crime and had to flee 
to Canada for his safety. After Brown’s death, Douglass 
called him a hero who had “shaken the foundation of 
the American Union.”
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John Brown and other injured 
hostages inside the Engine 
House during the attempted 
raid at Harpers Ferry

From Foe to Friend—President 
Lincoln

On the morning of April 12, 1861, the Civil War 
began and President Abraham Lincoln was faced with 
the challenge of leading a nation through a gruesome 
and bloody war. Douglass had his doubts about the 
nation’s new leader and disagreed with Lincoln on 
many accounts. 
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During the first few years of the war, Douglass found 
Lincoln’s actions frustrating . Lincoln was fighting a war 
to save the Union and bring the two sides back together . 
Douglass thought the goal of the war should be to end 
slavery . He wished Lincoln would free the more than four 
million enslaved people in the South . Then they could 
join the Union Army and help the North win the war . 
Eventually, Lincoln freed the enslaved people in the South 
with the Emancipation Proclamation, which took effect 
on January 1, 1863 . Douglass celebrated along with other 
abolitionists . Although he was still critical of Lincoln’s 
“peculiar, cautious, forbearing and hesitating way,” 
Douglass began to change his attitude toward the president .
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 o Some historians think that 
Brown’s influence on Douglass 
caused the split between 
Garrison and Douglass. What do 
you think?

 o Was Brown a positive or 
negative influence on Douglass, 
and why?

 o For what reasons did Douglass 
change his views on President 
Lincoln?

Douglass joined in the war effort by helping to recruit 
black men for the Union Army . Later, Douglass would shift 
his focus to stopping discrimination against black soldiers . 
They were not paid the same amounts as white soldiers, 
nor were they promoted to higher ranks in the army . 
Furthermore, as prisoners in the South, they were abused, 
sold back into slavery, or killed . On August 10, 1863, 
Douglass finally met with Lincoln face-to-face at the White 
House to discuss these issues . Douglass was impressed with 
the president’s kind demeanor and warm heart . After the 
meeting, the two men had the utmost respect for each other .
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The Women in His World 
“All that distinguishes man as an intelligent and 
accountable being, is equally true of woman.”

—Frederick Douglass

After the Civil War, Douglass fought for equal rights 
for African Americans . Although free, African Americans 
were still not treated equally . Douglass lectured on the topic 
but knew there was still a long way to go before this goal 
would be achieved . 

During his lifetime, Douglass also fought for women’s 
rights . In the years leading up to the Civil War, he wrote 
about women’s rights in his newspaper, The North Star . In 
July 1848, Douglass joined the prominent suffragists Susan 
B . Anthony and Elizabeth Cady Stanton at the Seneca Falls 
Convention in New York . This was the first women’s rights 
convention to be held in America . While there, Douglass 

gave a rousing speech stating his strong advocacy 
for equal rights for women . In 1866, Douglass, 

Anthony, and Stanton founded the American 
Equal Rights Association . Its goal was a 
lofty one—universal suffrage .
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Helping the Harriets

Douglass was a friend of Harriet Beecher Stowe, the author 

of Uncle Tom’s Cabin. Stowe greatly admired Douglass and 

frequently corresponded with him through letters. He shared 

his experiences as an enslaved person to help her accurately 

portray slavery in her novel. Douglass praised Stowe’s finished 

book in his writings. 

Although the two never met, 

Douglass also greatly admired 

Harriet Tubman. Douglass was in 

awe of her unparalleled work on 

the Underground Railroad and 

believed her to be an invaluable 

asset to the abolitionist 

movement. When Tubman asked 

Douglass to bear testimony to 

her character for her biography, 

he was more than honored to 

do so. 

Anthony and Stanton were not the only strong-minded 
women Douglass supported . After the heartbreaking 
death of Douglass’s beloved wife, Anna Murray, in 1882, 
Douglass married Helen Pitts . She was a suffragist, 
too . The marriage was controversial, though . Pitts was 
a white woman and 20 years younger than Douglass . 
But Douglass loved his new wife and the two enjoyed 
traveling the world together .
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Douglass’s Travels 
“I assume that they will rejoice that after my life of  hardships in 
slavery and of  conflict with race and color prejudice and proscription 
at home, there was left to me a space in life when I could and did walk 
the world unquestioned, a man among men.”

—Frederick Douglass

After Douglass’s journey to freedom, he traveled and explored the 
world. This map shows the places he visited.

Haiti
Douglass was appointed consul 
general to the Republic of Haiti 
and lived there for many years.

Dominican 
Republic
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Greece

Ireland 

Scotland

Switzerland

Egypt
Douglass wrote about all his 
travels and was especially in 
awe of Egypt where he saw the 
pyramids, sailed on the Nile, 
and stared “into the dead eyes 
of Pharaoh.”

Italy
Douglass described his 
amazement upon leaving 
Rome for Naples and 
seeing the grand summit of 
Vesuvius along the way.

France
Douglass loved 
visiting the 
“charming art 
galleries” in Paris.

England
Douglass toured the British 
Isles and gave anti-slavery 
speeches to large crowds 
along the way. 
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Fearless Defender 
It was 1877, and Douglass was visiting a friend in 

Maryland when his old master Thomas Auld requested that 
Douglass come visit him . Douglass accepted the invitation, 
and the two men discussed the past . At one point, Douglass 
inquired as to what Auld thought about him running away 
to freedom . Auld replied, “I always knew you were too 
smart to be a slave, and had I been in your place, I should 
have done as you did .”
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To the left is the cover of an abolitionist 
song sheet that was published in Boston, 
Massachusetts, in 1845. Study the item 
closely and use it to answer the questions. 

 o How is Douglass depicted in the 
image?

 o What is the “peculiar institution” to 
which the sheet refers and why is 
Douglass a “graduate” of it?

 o Why might Douglass have been 
chosen to appear on the cover of this 
song sheet?

This surprising turn of events perfectly demonstrates 
the depth and wisdom that Douglass possessed . Douglass 
was not seeking retribution for running away; all he wanted 
was to be seen as an equal, as a man who, as Dr . Martin 
Luther King Jr . would say almost a hundred years later, was 
not “judged by the color of [his] skin, but by the content of 
[his] character .” Douglass’s eyes were a window into his 
character, and his words and actions spoke volumes about 
who he was as a man .

On February 20, 1895, Douglass, then 77 years old, 
attended a rally for women’s rights . Later that day, while 
sharing the details of the rally with his wife, he suffered a 
heart attack and passed away .
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abolitionist—a person who wants 
to end slavery

advocacy—the act of supporting 
a cause

albeit —even though

arsenal—a place where a 
collection of weapons is stored

benevolent—kind and caring

bequeathed—stated in a will 
that property is to be given to a 
particular person or group

callous—showing no sympathy

caulker—a person who fills 
cracks or seams on a boat or 
ship to make it watertight 

defiant—refusing to obey

demeanor—a person’s outward 
appearance and behavior

enigmatic—difficult to explain or 
understand; mysterious

foiled—stopped from achieving 
a goal

fortitude—mental strength and 
courage when facing danger

fugitive—a person who is 
avoiding capture

harrowing—distressing

hierarchy—system arranged in 
order of importance or status

implicated—involved in or 
connected to a crime

militant—demonstrating 
organized, forceful methods to 
achieve a goal

orator—a public speaker who 
is especially good at making 
speeches

pacifists—people who believe in 
not using war and violence to 
resolve conflicts

preface—a book’s introduction

radical—having extreme social 
or political views

reconciled—reunited after an 
argument or disagreement 

reprimanded—criticized 
severely

riled—made angry

secede—to leave or break away 
from

submissive—willing to obey or 
submit to others 

suffragists—people who fight for 
women’s right to vote

surreptitiously—done in a secret 
way

treason—the crime of betraying 
one’s country

vanity—pride in one’s abilities, 
achievements, or appearance 

Glossary
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Frederick Douglass was a member of an abolitionist 
group . The organization held meetings, organized protests, 
and wrote newspaper articles in support of their cause . 
Imagine you are an abolitionist living during the 1840s . 
Your role is to recruit new members into the abolitionist 
party . Before submitting your piece to the newspaper, you 
have some work to do:

 o Research a prominent abolitionist . Will this abolitionist 
be at any meetings? What will he or she talk about?

 o Think about a short, persuasive slogan to draw readers’ 
attention to your advertisement . What is happening 
during the 1840s that people might want to take notice 
of? Are there any powerful words that might showcase 
the group’s intentions and values?

 o Sketch the advertisement . Be sure to use a bold and 
unique font to catch readers’ attention as they flip 
through the newspaper . List any historical keynote 
speakers that might persuade citizens to come to your 
meeting .

 o Share your draft with a friend . Have him or her edit the 
advertisement and/or make suggestions that might make 
it more persuasive . 

 o Last, create a final draft of your advertisement . Include 
suggestions from your friend, and add any illustrations 
or graphics that might support your piece .

Try It! 
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Reader’s Guide

 1. Why did slave masters separate mothers and children? 
What impact did this have on Frederick Douglass?

 2. Why did Douglass continue to educate himself after 
Sophia Auld stopped teaching him?

 3. What aspect of Douglass’s life is most interesting  
to you?

 4. What events led Douglass to form a friendship with 
President Abraham Lincoln?
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